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Abstract
Face-connected configurations of cubes are a common model for modular robots in three dimensions.
In this abstract and the accompanying video we study reconfigurations of such modular robots using
so-called sliding moves. Using sliding moves, it is always possible to reconfigure one face-connected
configuration of n cubes into any other, while keeping the robot connected at all stages of the
reconfiguration. For certain configurations Ω(n2) sliding moves are necessary. In contrast, the best
current upper bound is O(n3). It has been conjectured that there is always a cube on the outside
of any face-connected configuration of cubes which can be moved without breaking connectivity.
The existence of such a cube would immediately imply a straight-forward O(n2) reconfiguration
algorithm. However, we present a configuration of cubes such that no cube on the outside can move
without breaking connectivity. In other words, we show that this particular avenue towards an O(n2)
reconfiguration algorithm for face-connected cubes is blocked.
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1 Introduction

Modular robots consist of several identical modules that can assemble themselves into various
configurations. Often such modules live on a lattice and can move only relative to each
other. One of the main algorithmic challenges in this context is to find efficient ways to
reconfigure one configuration into any other. This topic has attracted significant attention in
the computational geometry community [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7]; yet many fundamental questions
remain open.

One frequently studied paradigm of modular robots is the so-called sliding cube model.
Here, a configuration C is a face-connected set of cubes on the cubic grid. The model allows
two types of moves: slides and convex transitions (see Figure 1). A cube c is movable, that
is, c is allowed to perform a move, if and only if removing c from the configuration C leaves
C \ c face-connected.

slide convex transition

Figure 1 The two types of moves in the sliding cube model.

To reconfigure a vertical pillar of n cubes into a horizontal line, Ω(n2) moves are necessary,
since that is the sum of the n (grid) distances to any horizontal plane through one of the cubes.
Furthermore, Abel and Kominers [1] showed that O(n3) slides and convex transitions suffice
to transform any configuration into a strip. Since both moves are reversible, this implies that
any two configurations of n cubes can be reconfigured into each other with O(n3) moves. It
has been conjectured that there is a simple way to close this gap, using so-called outer cubes.
Specifically, we say that the outside of a configuration C is the unbounded maximal set of
face-connected grid cells not in C. A cube c in a configuration C is an outer cube of C if
it is face-connected to the outside. Furthermore, a void is a maximal face-connected set of
grid cells neither in C, nor on the outside. If any configuration of cubes contains at least
two movable outer cubes, then it is straight-forward to construct a horizontal line of cubes
using O(n2) moves. In particular, we can iteratively construct the horizontal line to the
right of a rightmost cube in the original configuration. If we are not done, we can find one
movable outer cube c not yet part of the horizontal line. Then c can slide to the right of
the horizontal line in O(n) moves (we can actually find the shortest route by DFS). If the
configuration does not contain voids, then there are indeed always two movable outer cubes.
This fact about outer cubes has been used as the basis of reconfiguration algorithms [6, 8].
However, in this paper and in the associated video we show that there are configurations of
cubes where no outer cube is movable.

2 The configuration

Consider the face-adjacency graph of the cubes. This graph has a spanning tree where all
leaves correspond to cubes on the boundary of the configuration (either face-adjacent to the
outside or to a void) [7]. Any tree with at least two vertices has at least two leaves. Hence,
every configuration with more than one cube contains at least two movable cubes. It follows
that the face-adjacency graph of configurations with the fewest movable cubes is a path. We
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Figure 2 Adjacency graph of a basket, in top-down view: bottom (left) and lid (right). The
colors correspond to layers. Some positions contain two or three cubes stacked on top of each other.
Note that layer 3 is drawn in both halves.

are hence basing our construction on such configurations. Intuitively, we are building two
rope baskets out of the path of cubes. In each basket we are creating a void, in which we
are hiding one endpoint of the path. The other endpoint becomes the top of the lid of the
basket. Finally, we connect the two lids via a path.

We build each basket layer by layer (see Figure 2 (left) and Figure 3 (left)). This is
a delicate construction, as we have to enclose a void while not creating cycles in the face-
adjacency graph. Starting at an endpoint e of the path, on Layer 2, we first loop around e

on Layers 1 and 0 in such a way that we trap e locally on the inside. The remainder of the
construction closes this void, so that e is actually hidden inside it. To do so we build a lid
for the basket, as shown in Figure 2 (right) and Figure 3 (right), ending with an endpoint e′

on the top of the lid. All that remains now is to connect the top cubes of each basket via a
path of cubes that does not introduce cycles (see Figure 4).

We computationally verified the correctness of our basket construction. The code
used, along with a list of coordinates of the cubes in the construction, can be found at
https://github.com/tue-aga/cubes-checker.

Figure 3 3D rendering of a basket: bottom only (left), and entire basket (right).
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Figure 4 3D rendering of the complete construction.

3 The video

Our construction is inherently three dimensional and two-dimensional illustrations such as
Figures 2 and 3 can convey only a schematic view of one of the baskets. To make our result
more accessible and to stimulate interest in this fascinating class of modular robots, we hence
produced a video using 3D animation in Blender. Our video first introduces modular robots
and the sliding cube model, and then proceeds to build our configuration step-by-step.

4 Future work

The sliding cubes model extends to dimensions higher than three. Hence, concerning our
specific construction, one can wonder if a similar example can be constructed in four or
higher dimensions. Furthermore, we need two voids to trap both endpoints of our path. Is
there an example that uses only one void? An obvious open question on the algorithmic
side is the existence of an algorithm that reconfigures two configurations of n cubes in O(n2)
time. Furthermore, the question arises if there are input sensitive algorithms to reconfigure
cubes. That is, given two configurations C1 and C2, can we find the minimum number k of
moves to reconfigure C1 into C2?
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